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A Bit About Me
I started making fashion when I was homeless - with only the clothing on my back. I slowly 

accumulated clothing through donation, and  I studied the fashion  craft so that I could someday 
make the clothing that I couldn’t afford. The more I studied, made and learnt about the fashion 

industry the more I learnt how unsustainable and unsustaining the industry truly is! I pledge to be a 
sustainable designer was because I know how bad the industry is. I can always be seen with a bow in 

my hair and chop that up to being a part of my signature style.



Sustainable Fashion and circular practises allow for fun, new and trendy clothing while minimising the damage we have on the 
earth. If we consider sustainable production of fashion at the Research and developmental stages, the end result or fashion 
garment is less damning to the earth. Considering circularity and end uses/ by products of what we create keeps us accountable 
for all the materials and components that make up our garments (past, present & future). We are all able to do our part 
to minimise unsustaining waste that we pollute the world with. In fashion the traditional fast fashion processes encourages 
a high turnover of clothing in wardrobes and copious amounts of fashion waste that is dumped into our landfills. Polyester, 
although cheap to produce takes 20-200 years to biodegrade. The method of Upcycling gives garments a second life & a fresh 
look. Garments that may previously be dated, faulty or too small, may be made from polyester, and instead of waiting for 
it to break down, refashioning it into a new use gives it a new purpose.Upcycling allows customers to buy locally and promote 
local production and designers so that they can carry on their sustainable craft. Fashion can still be fashionable, and earth 
conscious at the same time. Through Mindful design and considered construction we are able to limit waste which can help 
alleviate the pollution from the earth. 

When I found out about the competition, I asked around to 
see if anyone had any denim items that they were willing to 
donate. So, my first intention was to create a new stylish 
garment from their preloved, ripped and dated denim items. My 
second intention was always to design something that I wanted 
to wear – rock chic style. There was also the intention that I 
could wear this garment to the Veronicas concert which was 
supposed to be scheduled for today but was postponed due to 
Covid-19. 
The garment and look I wanted to create would be mindful in 
design, fit well and Is commercially viable. 

Intention Behind the Collection?

Why sustainable and circular practice within Fashion Design 
is important to you?

Statement



MoodBoard



Brass Jean Buttons
Pre-Existing Seams

Belt Loops
Waistbands

Materials USED
1X NAVY MENS ABRAND JEANS

1X TARGET PINSTRIPE JEANS

1X VALLEY GIRL MINI SKIRT

1X JUST JEANS RIPPED JEANS

1X WOMANS JAG JEANS

{In Response to this Denim Project I sourced my denim locally from my Friends & Family - i asked if 
they had any unwanted Denim in their wardrobes! .}

Due to the stretcy element to some of these jeans it is assumed that 
they are a blend of cotton & elastane/spandex
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100% Donated & Preowned Jeans



The Look

Halter Neck
Ruffle Strap

Gap/Cutout Made by strap & Halter
Pockets In circle Skirt

Back closure
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ROLLED HEM

MADE FROM ALT PANT 

LEGS

BELT LOOPS

MADE FROM 2X WAISTBAND

FLY 
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BUTTON PLACKET FROM A 
FLY FRONT OF JEANS
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The General Pants Customer
The General Pants Customer sits in the age range of 16-25. 
A time of self-discovery and finding out who you are and 

what you stand for.
The Young people who sit in this category are Opinionated, 
expressive and show their uniqueness through their clothing 

and how they dress.
These young people are the rebels, the activists and the 

changemakers.
This generation are more influential today with social media 

then they have ever been!
With the increased awareness of the unsustainable practises, 
the fabric wastage & being more earth conscious. General 
Pants is at the forefront of appealing to these environmental 
& sustainability concerns which makes it a place where these 

young people find their style. - Sustainably.

The Rebels, The Activists and The Changemakers



the PhotoShoot



St Kilda Botanical Gardens



Luna Park



St. Kilda Streetart


